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1. Introd~n 

s were introduced by Linderimayer (3 j 
for the description of the development of ftiamen- 
tous organisms. Or@nally they were described in 
t%rms of beat arrays of automata. but in later works 
tie formalism was chanpd to the more linguistical 
notion of an L-system. This gave rise to various fam- 
i&s of developmental languages with an already fairly 
developed literature (see. e.g., ref. IS)). 

This paper continues reseal. h on TOL-systems and 
languages introduced in ref. j6). 

A ‘I%-system has the following eomponents: 
(i) A finite set of symbols, C the algltobet; 
(ii) A starting string, o, the axion; 
(W) A finite cobction P of tables, each of which is 

a finite set of productions which tell us by what 
striqs in C* a symbol may be replaced. A table 
may, in general, cx3ntain several productions 
allow to replace the same symbol. in every 
step of a de&at&~, all symbols in a string must 
be simultaneouslv :-laced according to the 
production rules, a 1 of which are chosen from 
one (but arbitrary) table. 

The lanpaga generated by the given ‘ML-system con- 
sists G. d;I strings which can be derived from w in a 
finite number of steps. 

One of the important problems, from both, the 
biological and formal language theory f Tints of view, 

is the equivalence problem for TOL-systems, which 
can be phrased as follows: Does there exist an algo- 
rithm, which, given arbitrary TOL-systems G, and 
G2, will decide in a iinite number of steps whether 
or not the languages generated by G, and G, are 
iden tic al? 

1~1 this note we prove that such an algorithm can- 
not exist even for deterministic TOtsystems, i.e., 
such TOL-systems, where each table plovides exactly 
one possibility of rewriting for every letter in the al- 
phabe t of the given system. 

Recently such a result wa; obt&ed hy Meera 
Blat tner [ 7) for OL-systems, i.e., such TOLsystems 
which contain only one table. The result presented 
here is however independent in the following sense: 
(i j it was proved in ref. [6] (1972), that the classes 

of OL and deterministic TOL languages arr in- 
comparable but not disjoint. 

(ii) We prove our result by a direct construction 
(based on a Gmulation of the post correspondence 
problem). 

2 Definitions 

For the sake of completeness. we shall ;L,:eat (af- 
ter ref. [6] ) definitions of TOLsystems, languages. 
etc., as well as the post correspondenbe theorem (af- 
ter ref. [ 11). Our notatior? for basic teAms from h for- 
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mal language theory wilI follow this of ref. [I 1. De#inition 5 

DefiMfon 1 
A TOL-system (over an alphabet Xc) is defined as 3 

construct G = ( C, P, a), where 
1. C is a finite set (called the alphabet of G), 
2. P is a finite set, P = f. r,, . . . . Tf > for some f> 1, 

ea& element of which is a fmite subse,t of C X C+. 
Psatisfies the following (completeness) condition: 

(VT)p WO)~ (3u),, ((a,~) E T), 

P is allec.: the set of t&es uf G. 
*. oECa (caUed the tiomofG). 
We assume that both C and P axe non-empty sets. 

LIefir &ion 2 
ht G = ( C, P, cd be a TOL-system. Le i 

where each q, l< j < k, is rrn element of E, and let 
y E Z+. We say that x iifrecrly dedves y in C(x eG Y) 
if, and only if, there exist r in Pand pl, ..*, pk in T 
such that 

(fw sorr@ “1, . . . . t$ E z*) and y = ik1 .-.ak. We SSy 

that x derives y in G (x *G + u) if, and ody if, either 
(I) there exists a sequence of words x0, x1, . . . . xn \n 

Z*(n > i) such that x0 = x, X~ = :J and x0 

“$G *XI “OG l ** “‘G xn , or 

0-m =Y* 
*c 8 simply denotes the transitive and reflexive clo- 
slslre of tine relation *Q *$ shaI1 denote the transi- 
t&% CkW.~ of “00. 

I-@ G = & 22, P, u) be a TOLsystem. The kngutzge 
o/‘G (knoted as L(G)) is defined as 

&(C)={x:O=$px) 
1 

ylk@ti&n 4 
Let C be B finite alphabet and L G C*. L is called 

a ?‘t;t &me if, and only if, there exists a TOL, 
at G such lhat f.(G) = t. 

A TOL-system G = ( 2, P, u) is called detaministk 

(denoted as DTOL) if, and only if, for each Tin P 
and each u in I: there exists exactly one element 
(A& in Tsuch thatA =u. 

Nstarion 
LetG4C,P,u)beaT0LsysterS rf(u,&isan 

element of some T in Pt then we caI1 it Q icr rr 

~forrinT)andwritea-,afT,oro~Ta. If 
; -G y ‘Wng” a table T of P, then sometimes we 
shall write % 4T Y. 

l%xmm 1 (l&r te theomm) 
Let C contain elements. Then it is re- 

cursively uruolvable to determine for arbitrary H- 
tuples (aI, . ..* UJ and (fll, ...ll &) of nonempty war& 
over C, whether there exists a (nonempty) 
of indices iI, . . . , ir( such that ai l . . qk = 1ps 

The reader is referred to ref! [S) or [2i 
proof of this theorem. 

3. Result 

It k recursively undecidable 
bitrary DTOL-systems G,, C2 
proof (outline): 

Let 1: be a finite alphabet 
I: = (q, . . . . 4iJ for some n 
stance of th8 post corFesp3n 
alphabet 6, say L, 0~ (al,.. 
forsomam>2.LetG~4 
tern where 

II. w = s,sp 
III. P1 consists of the fok)wir les (whkh, for 

convenience l&ted in ,groups): 
~)To”iS,-*A,,S23A2,X~Xf~r~~ 

y--CSpS* II* 
1) For ekery 1 

k # I, let 
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Let 6, = ( 2. P+!$S$ be a DTOL-system such that 

L(G,) = L(G2j if, and only if, there does not exist 
a sdu tion for the L 1, L 2 ins:ance of the post corre- 
spondence problem. 
Proof: 

(i) Let us assume that L(C,) = L(G). Then from 
lemma 1, it follows that for every word (in L(G,)) 
oftheformxAl~ti2jj,wherexE{l ,,.., m),y, 
j% C+ we have y #y. But, from the construction 
of tables T7,i ( 1 Q i Q m), it follows that for every 
sequence iI, . . . . 
(1 * . . . . ml, 

if, (f> l), of elements from 

i,*** ifA,ckif se* cq, i, l a- qAflf *-- j+ 

is in L(G2). Hence for every sequence il, . . . . if, 
(f> I), of elements from {l,...,m},ai ***cui # 

f I$ 
6 

‘** I$ * and so the post correspon d ence brob- 
lem as n4 solution for the instance L l, L 2. 

(it) tit us acme that the post correspondence 
problem has ncl solution for the instance L 1, L2, 
which means that for eveu sequence i, , . . . . if, 
(f> i), of eler;lents from f 1, . . . . m), ai1 a-* Qi/ Z 
‘Bj, 3$. 
But, from the construction of T,J (for 1 G i G m) it 

fok3ws that 

L(G2)- L(Gr)= (il...ipAIqip...a,,il-..z~A2Pi,-..Pi,: 

l,i, ,..., ipE II, . . . . ml), 

and so (see lemma I), L(c’2) - L(G,) 2 f_(GrI. 
knee f. (Gr) = L(G2). 
From (i) and (ii) lemma 2 follows. 

2, we see, that, if the eqlrivalence 

p* fjL-frystems is rccur~ve~y solvable, 
then the post correspondence problem is also recurs= 
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otvrrbis, this is ZI contradiction. Thus, theorem 
i kdd1. 

cu&lveq unsolvable to determine for arbi- 
?rw TQLrryrtems C,, G2 whether f_(GQ = L(G2). 

WCWS from definitions of TOL and DTOL- 
s (ar& DTOL-system ir; also a TOLsystem). 

autlwr is indebted tg the re:i;ree for useful 
nts. The research for thi: paper has been sup- 
by NSF Gent GJ998. 
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